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Indifference to Poetry Statement

There is hardly a specimen more indifferent to poetry than me. I neither read nor
write it. When copyediting, I avoid it. Even in my studies I steered clear of it as
much as possible. I would put money on the general populace, the “normal” folk,
being exposed more to poetry on a daily basis than I am annually. If you’re seeking
a fresh perspective, I’ve got what you’re looking for.

~Jessica Sherwood
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Reality is Only Just a Word

Well, when the aliens abducted me…
the old man starts
and instantly I picture
his wrinkly ass
suspended in a tube
of otherworldly goo.

Before he can finish
his sentence, I’ve got him
on the midnight
light speed train
to the land of floating lights and
anal probes, or
spread out as the
piece de resistance
of some outer space buffet.

He’s dancing the anti-gravity
waltz with the Martian Queen
and trying not to stare
at her eight ears, or six breast,
nine arms, five legs, two mouths,
or seventeen toes
because evidently in the cosmos
of my mind the equation for extraterrestrial-
life involves a lot of multiplication.

I could see him
trying to curtsy
despite his bad hip
as he’s brought before
the Duke of Uranus
who wears a crown shaped
like a beagle, holds
a cane made of cheese, and
unfortunately finds curtseys
most disagreeable.
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Then just before the Duke
has him thrown out the airlock
and into the vacuum of space,
I imagine the old man would
remember the way his homecoming
dates corsage smelled, or
something random like that
which makes him smile
and fills the Duke with dread
for just a moment
before his crown
starts to bark.

Well, by the time my mind
re-entered the orbit of reality—
images and fantasies
fallen off like booster rockets—
I’d missed the meat of what
he’d come to say
and arrived just in time
for the shock of splashdown
as I heard him finish:
and that’s how I met my wife.

~Darren Edwards

Darren M. Edwards is a poet, essayist and teacher. He received both his B.S. and his M.S. in English from
Utah State University where he also worked as an Editorial Assistant for Isotope: A Journal of Literary,
Nature and Science Writing. After graduating, he started New Graffiti: Literature on the Streets which,
during its three-year run, received a “Best in State” designation from City Weekly. Currently, Darren
teaches courses in composition, literature, and creative writing for Dixie State University. In addition, he
co-founded Storm the Mic, a weekly open-mic for creative writing.
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Can not be Made Undone

in the coliseum, a future audience watches
skeletons collect muscle, tissue, and organs,
blood, and skin
from the mud and the dirt;

watches
orgiastic celebrations grow children from adults
and deliver fetuses back into open bellies,
which seal themselves up from scar to scalpel;
watches
a collection of people dress each other,
place pricks behind zippers,
breasts into silk pockets.

in the coliseum dead soldiers awoke to throw
spears into the hands from criminals
from instantly healing wounds

the crowd swallowed their shouting,
while regurgitated Christians
scraped new flesh from lion tooth and claw.

~Michael Gatlin

Michael S. Gatlin has just finished his second novel, Deviant, which follows a teenage man as he
navigates the underbelly of Nashville, helping a group of Punk Rock misfits form the tenets of their new
religion – The First Interplanetary Church of the Immaculate Deception.
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Taj Mahal

After Sahir Ludhianvi.

For you my love, the Taj may be a monument of devotion;
You may esteem this beauteous vale with adoration
But let's meet henceforth at some place other

What does it osse poor homeless juveniles to frequent regal resorts
Foot-printed by the majestic treads of the mighty
My beloved you were better to have seen the marks of imperial might
Lying screened herein behind the facade of a public show of love
You who delight in tombs of kings long dead
Should have seen the dark hutments where you and I were weaned
Countless in this world have loved and gone1
Who could say their sentiments were untruthful
But for them no memorial is raised
Because they were like us part of the common throng

These structures and sepulchres these ramparts and forts
These relics of the mighty dead who commanded their will
Are in fact, no more than the tumorous cancers dis-easing the bosom of the Earth's ages
And fattened on the very blood and bones of our ancestors

My love! They too must have loved whose hands
Chiseled and shaped this enchanting marble mausoleum
But their dear ones lived, died and remain unhonoured, unknown
To this day nobody ever burnt a taper on their lowly graves
This terraced garden on the bank of Jamuna this palatial edifice, these groves and lawns
These carved walls and doors these cloistered alcoves this chambered sanctuary
An emperor boasting the exploitation of his wealth
Has played a cruel joke in the name of love with us poor
Meet me henceforth my love at some other spot

~ Rehan Qayoom

Rehan Qayoom is a poet, editor and translator educated at Birkbeck College, University of London. He
has featured in numerous literary publications and performed his work at international venues. He is
the author of Prose 1997 - 2008 (2009), After Parveen Shakir and About Time (2011): a collection of his
English poetry. He is the editor of the prose and poetry of Morney Wilson, published as Martyr Doll,
Remains and The Recordings (2011).

http://www.lulu.com/spotlight/rehanqayoom
http://www.lulu.com/shop/rehan-qayoom/after-parveen-shakir/paperback/product-21286456.html
http://www.lulu.com/shop/rehan-qayoom/about-time-poems-adaptations-1993-2012/paperback/product-21268510.html
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/50728596/Martyr-Doll-Morney-Wilson?secret_password=21rgeme4itgsylv1wkqc
http://www.scribd.com/fullscreen/50732775/Remains-Morney-Wilson?secret_password=9mp8iksqt1x6ce2bjsc
http://scontent-a.xx.fbcdn.net/hphotos-ash3/523533_447778202008614_444223129_n.jpg
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Flaccid

It can be used in lots of other contexts,
but when I say flaccid, you don’t think
of those. Instead, your thoughts are quickly drawn
to what’s inside your pants, what’s limp and shrinking

even as I say the word. So now,
most folks steer clear of flaccid. Its countless
other uses have been overpowered,
endowed by this symbol of impotence

with an assumed vulgarity. A shame,
your sweet grandmother might complain, wanting
to describe her flabby arms, which she claims
are embarrassing but still keeps flaunting

at church bingo, where the greatest generation
calls those things flaccid without hesitation.

~Holly Painter

Holly Painter lives with her partner in Michigan and Singapore, where she works as a copy editor and
writer. These poems come from Awkwords, a collection of 70 poems about awkward words like
flagellate, milk, suckle, and wasps. For each of these words, she's written a sonnet. Why a sonnet?
Because it’s a completely inappropriate form for the content of this project. Awkward.
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Time

swirling
whirling
tepid currents pass in dancing rhythms
breaths
measured movements
flowing
one into another

solitary shapes
vessels
drifting
passing landmarks
constructs
marking points of no returning

drifters
parted from the others
flotsam
finding shoreline
catching
sticking
staying

sediment
collecting
building
growing
swallowing
displacing
shallowing the passage
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passengers
moving
looking backward
sighing
straining eyes
gripping rails
leaning
laughing
cursing

~Jason Leslie Rogers

Jason Leslie Rogers lives in southeast Tennessee with his wife and daughter. He will graduate in
December 2013 with a B.S. in Liberal Studies, writing and literature emphasis, from Lee University.
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THAT BOILER OPERATOR

He worked forty five years
in the basement of the old First National.
Wrought iron body, noisy, finicky,
and always threatening to blow,
but that boiler is
still more of a companion than his wife.

From his metal chair
behind a tiny desk
with a drawer that needs a screw-driver to open,
he's been breathing in that
steamy, dank, and dirty air,
two thirds of a lifetime.

Retirement any time now.
No more watching spiders
dragging roaches cross their webs.
Or spitting in dark corners.
Or greasing up the Playboy centerfolds.

End of days
for the machine likewise.
Something computerized
and baby sat from some place distant.

What a party it will be.
A cake, champagne,
and off switches all round.

~John Grey

John Grey is an Australian born poet. Recently published in International Poetry Review, Sanskrit and
the science fiction anthology, Futuredaze; with work upcoming in Clackamas Literary Review, New
Orphic Review and Nerve Cowboy.
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The bars
of this jail
are paper.
Dig a tunnel
but you
can’t
get out.
There is
a warden
living
on every
block.
Rules
to obey:
they watch
you
come and
go
note how
you move
and what
you say
They are
neighbors:
ones who
share
this torture
chamber.

~Wayne Burke

Wayne F. Burke has no tattoos, no angst, no MFA. His collection of poetry, WORDS THAT BURN is
published by Bareback Press (out 12-1-13). He lives in the central Vermont area.
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The (Suburban) White Man’s Burden

I don’t have any real problems.
Struggle - a fiction of my
imagination.

I find myself pretending
that I’m burdened with something aside
trivialities; having
no socioeconomic crucible to
boil me, or inner demons which may
distort my sanity, truly
my darkest nightmares are my
dreams, and aspirations.

As with the furies and the fates,
there were always three:
what will, what can, and what should
be, providing,
the only torment I dare bear
is this yoke of civility.

Encouraged to pursue all,
then forced to choose
between my possible futures -
to stand before a broken mirror,
each shard reflecting a basic urge,
derived from the darkest depths
of conscious, and told to indulge but a
single one.

Maddening, one may find it,
if they, such as I,
are bound to the universal guilt
of the fortunate; it is as if
the universe entrusted to me part of itself,
providing me life, liberty, and the
pursuit of dreams undecided.
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Who I am, defined only
as a perverted profit made by
this cosmic investment
for what has been, thus far,
lamentable.

Then, being the fortunate,
I have no excuses
for my undesirable state of
being,

or not being - as I am,
to my anger and regret,
a shell of a human, filled only
with wasted moments of
precious freedoms and
forgone aspirations.

All for the want of real turmoil.

~Spencer McCall

Spencer McCall sometimes writes things, occasionally finishes them, and rarely they aren't completely
worthless. His short story 'The Lesser of Our Sins' was recently accepted by Apocrypha and Abstractions,
and a brief institutional satire can be found at fuckfiction.net.

http://fuckfiction.net/
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Letters

Two men sit by the fire at an old café
Discussing old age and cigarettes.
He holds out his hand,
Revealing the last letter he'd ever receive.
A wife who had lost her tongue hands out
Closely guarded symbols, that speak of
Farewell wishes, hot supper, and
Overwhelming desire. He shifts his
Coffee mug for a better view of his
Regrets, hands trembling,
As his companion sighs wistfully,
Gazing downward at
Bare fingers, unable to tell
To whom it all belonged.
At a nearby table loud chatter erupts.
Insults fly–then land–near a
Thin-suited man who leaps into the air,
Only to tumble downward at the behest
Of table legs and unmoving chairs.
His hands find the old man's coffee mug
To send its contents sideways, spiraling to
Find the tear-stained parchment
Etched with suicide entreaties.
The old man, yelling at the sight of
Coffee grounds that glide across
His final excuse, recoils briskly, the letter
Firm in hand. But on the browning paper,
Not a single wish, desire, or entreaty
Remains in the black ink that runs like
Rainwater to land on the tablecloth. He stares,
Trying to remember which words twisted
Like daggers and which danced
Like roses in spring, but it's no longer clear
What was meant to be shown.
Turning to his friend, who bends his
Narrow back to lift the man
Off coffee-drenched carpets, he nods.
Placing the letter down, amid tea cozies
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And day-old memories, he stands, moving
Past companions and thin-suit men and
Coffee stains to approach the wooden exit.
Though the voices from within
Attempt to remind him of the letter, of the
Cold symbols, of desire and regret, he walks.
Perhaps he still may see the words,
Floating in memories, or swimming in tears,
Or drowning in blurring ink.
But who will care?
In the end only the letters remain,
Shapeless as a starless night.

~Gersham Johnson

Gersham Johnson is an up-and-coming poet and student who enjoys fishing for any and all kinds of
literary ideas in his spare time (among other activities). This is his first published work.
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Absolution

As we lay next to one another on an old mattress,
we stare at the silhouette of two dead crickets
illuminated within the domed light above us.
We contemplate the improbability of their misfortune.
Then, we make love to a Basquiat film.
I think about them from the time to time.
They are as gods –
a witness to the unfurling of our lives.

~Nikki Leigh Riley

Nikki Leigh Riley is a poet, short story writer, blogger, and aspiring novelist. She graduated from Indiana
University with a B.A. in English/Creative Writing. While attending college, she was published in one of
the university's publications, and she worked as an apprentice editor for Genesis. Currently, she lives in
Portland, Oregon with her loving husband.
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Bar Love Poem

We were together in a crowd
noisy
warm
She was nothing special

Then we whispered
giggles
secrets
And I fell in love with her

For five –maybe ten minutes
truth
trust
She was beautiful, and then it was over

But now she’s in my words
ink
paper
And I can keep her forever in my poem

~Sadie Fenton

Sadie Fenton lives in Indiana, PA where she writes both fiction and poetry. Her work has appeared in
e.g., Kindling, and The Stolen Island Review. Sadie holds an MA in English from the University of Maine.
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Behind the Choices

No matter how broad our experiences are or how open-minded we are, we are all
still trapped within the confines of our own perceptions. Few things allow us a
glimpse beyond those walls as art does. Even if just for an instant, it lends us the
eyes of another unique human being and we are allowed a view of reality through
their perspective. While often what we see is little different from the familiar,
though perhaps a little more worn or a little softer around the edges, occasionally
we are lucky enough to experience something that shakes our very foundations. It
makes us question what is and what isn’t. It makes us reevaluate our opinions and
assumptions. It makes us see the world, reality itself, through new eyes.

These 11 poems do just that, challenging what we take for granted most in life.
They raise questions about time and its perception, the nature of language and
how it changes over time, and our entanglement with the most mundane of
objects that surround us. They explore the burden of having no burden and the
tragedy of the ignorantly privileged. They make us wonder about the impact of
every moment, every interaction. An ancient symbol of enduring love is cast in a
new light, its insidious undertones brought under scrutiny while the very nature of
captivity and those who enforce it is laid bare.

To grow as people, we cannot simply wallow in complacency and comfort or
indulge only in the familiar. We must challenge ourselves, seek that which is
outside our individual boxes of perception and push our boundaries of
understanding. We must be willing to entertain discomfort and the unfamiliar. Art
such as these poems that facilitates this, that shows us what we’re missing, what
we wouldn’t or couldn’t see without assistance, is a vital aid to this end.

~Jessica Sherwood


